GORTITE® LED LIGHTING
12V LED COMPARTMENT LIGHTING SYSTEM

SIMPLE, LONG-LASTING & AFFORDABLE
LED lights by Gortite provide a simple and affordable solution for compartment lighting with long life, high output, and low amp draw. The flexible, low profile design easily conforms to irregular surfaces.
Available individually for retrofit or pre-installed in Gortite® Door assemblies.

KEY FEATURES
- 10 year warranty
- Easy installation
- Ultra-thin 3/16" Strip
- High flexibility conforms to irregular surfaces
- Wide 180° light dispersion angle
- Bright lighting at 30 Lumens per LED
- Long LED life
- Energy efficient
- Water/salt resistant

SPECIFICATIONS
- Meets NFPA 1901 Standard
- Stand alone mounting with 3M® adhesive tape or mounted within optional aluminum channel (holes can be drilled by customer or by Dynatect)
- Equipped with two male 156 bullet connectors (one per wire - positive and negative)
- Additional colors available upon request (white, red, blue, green, and amber)
- Operating temperature range: -40°F to +180°F (-40°C to +80°C)
- Operating voltage range: 11-14VDC
- 30 Lumens per LED at 12VDC
- 130 mA per foot at 12VDC
- Standard lengths: 9", 18", 27", 36", 45", 54", 63"
- Custom lengths up to 16’ continuous
- Made in the USA

IDEAL FOR EQUIPMENT COMPARTMENTS
Gortite® LED lights installed in aluminum rail channels illuminate the compartment in the dark.

See next page for aluminum channel profile (optional)
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